FULL TIME ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
(Product development/ Consumer electronics/ Wearables)
Company Overview
Origami Labs is an innovative technology startup based in Hong Kong that tackles interesting problems and makes products
that impact the world.
Our flagship product is ORII, the world’s first smart ring that uses voice assistant technology to let wearers send messages
and make phone calls in a discreet and stylish way. ORII launched globally in 2017 and garnered 300+ media mentions,
including, TechCrunch, Engadget, Mashable, The Verge, GQ, and Hypebeast.
Engadget: “A more natural way of interacting with my voice assistant.”
Mashable: “It’s literally never been easier to take a call.”
Hypebeast: “The next step forward in wearable tech.”
Backed by the HK Alibaba Entrepreneurs Fund, Cyberport incubation, and The Mills Fabrica tech style accelerator, we
founded Origami Labs to bring together energetic, pioneering people to build ground-breaking products and services.
Kickstarter Campaign: https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/187732114/orii-your-voice-powered-smart-ring
Forbes coverage: “This Hong Kong ‘Smart Ring’ Startup Raised $2.5M to Crack the Wearables Market”
Role Overview
The Electrical Engineer plays a critical role in supporting product development, prototyping, testing, and manufacturing
activities. The position is intended for an experimenter and tinkerer, with a passion for hands-on product development and a
desire to learn about consumer electronics design and how to bring innovative products to market. The right candidate will
likely have experience in hackathons, creating their own hardware projects, and connecting their own apps. This position
reports to the CTO.
Job Duties

Work with our cross-functional teams to define product requirements

Hands-on ability to make proof of concept prototypes for testing product features

Imagination to explore next generation functionality through hardware, firmware and app integration

Assist with the coordination with engineering and manufacturing partners in production

Conduct component sourcing and selection research

Work in fast pace team setting in collaboration with marketing and design
Requirements
•
Studied Electrical Engineering, or relevant work experience
•
Experience with hardware prototyping, using platforms such as Arduino, Raspberry Pi, STM to build proof of concept
•
C++, Java, MATLAB expected, Python preferred
•
Experience with CAD (Pro E, Fusion 360, Solidworks etc) helpful
•
A team player with high level of creativity and passion for startups and product development
•
Strong written and spoken English is required; Cantonese and Mandarin speaking preferred
•
A good sense of humor is always a benefit!
Details
•
Hong Kong Office is based in Kowloon Tong
•
MPF and health insurance
 Introduce yourself to us at venus@origami-labs.com with engineering portfolio with engineering portfolio showing
projects that you initiated yourself.
If you have a hunger to build something truly new, work with an experienced and closely-knit team, we want you on board!

FULL-TIME MOBILE DEVELOPER
(Enterprise Solutions)
Company Overview
Origami Labs is an innovative technology startup based in Hong Kong that tackles interesting problems and makes products
that impact the world.
Our flagship product is ORII, the world’s first smart ring that uses voice assistant technology to let wearers sending messages
and make phone calls in a discreet and stylish way. ORII launched globally in 2017 and garnered 300+ media mentions,
including, TechCrunch, Engadget, Mashable, The Verge, GQ, and Hypebeast.
Engadget: “A more natural way of interacting with my voice assistant.”
Mashable: “It’s literally never been easier to take a call.”
Hypebeast: “The next step forward in wearable tech.”
Backed by the HK Alibaba Entrepreneurs Fund, Cyberport incubation, and The Mills Fabrica tech style accelerator, we
founded Origami Labs to bring together energetic, pioneering people to build ground-breaking products and services.
Kickstarter Campaign: https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/187732114/orii-your-voice-powered-smart-ring
Forbes coverage: “This Hong Kong ‘Smart Ring’ Startup Raised $2.5M to Crack the Wearables Market”
Role Overview
As our ideal candidate, you would join in meetings with our Enterprise customers, capture requirements, then quickly
develop the requested features for demonstration. You can use the existing ORII app on iOS and Android as your front end if
needed.
This role is suitable if you delight in showing off never-before-seen products, and in building efficient new development
systems free from legacy, perfectly evolved to your mission, and ready to scale as the team grows. With an ability to
empathise with potential clients, you get to the heart of what their teams struggle with, and convert this into compelling
prototypes on ORII. You enjoy working in a young, internationally recruited team with diverse academic and cultural
backgrounds.
The position reports to the Head of Enterprise Solutions, and offers exposure to startup business operations, strategy,
marketing, and business development.
Responsibilities
Develop iOS and Android prototype features for small scale demonstration (on a wearable paired to phone), running on
cloud platforms (e.g. AWS). Features could include: Process natural language to convert between speech and text; pull in text
data from existing hotel databases and do machine read-out, annotate voice notes without using GA/Siri. We may also need
you to create web dashboards, e.g. to track mobile user activity, or display live team messaging.
Job Requirements
•
A diploma or degree holder in computer science, or related discipline. Professional level English.
•
Proficient in Swift and/or JavaScript, C# (or other Android dev languages), and familiarity with restful APIs.
•
Able to code prototypes independently, with only occasional peer review from our outside partners.
•
A record of coding and publishing your own app to the App / Play Store is an advantage.
•
A record of building tools that generate statistical insights from audio / text data is an advantage.
Details
•
Willing to sponsor working visa for qualified candidates
•
Monthly Salary: $17 - $21K/month
•
Paid leave: 14 days
•
Mandatory Provident Fund (MPF) and Health insurance coverage
•
Office is based in Kowloon Tong
Introduce yourself to us at venus@origami-labs.com if you have a hunger to build something truly new, work with an
experienced and closely-knit team, we want you on board!

FULL TIME BUSINESS ASSOCIATE
ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS
Company Overview
Origami Labs is an innovative technology startup based in Hong Kong that tackles interesting problems and makes products
that impact the world.
We make ORII, the world’s first smart ring that uses voice interface technology to send messages and make phone calls
discreetly and stylishly. Designed to help individuals and professional teams communicate in screen-free ways, ORII launched
globally in 2017 and garnered 300+ media mentions, including, TechCrunch, Engadget, Mashable, The Verge, GQ, and
Hypebeast.
Engadget: “A more natural way of interacting with my voice assistant.”
Mashable: “It’s literally never been easier to take a call.”
Hypebeast: “The next step forward in wearable tech.”
Backed by the HK Alibaba Entrepreneurs Fund, Cyberport incubation, and The Mills Fabrica tech style accelerator, we
founded Origami Labs to bring together energetic, pioneering people to build ground-breaking products and services.
Kickstarter Campaign: https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/187732114/orii-your-voice-powered-smart-ring
Forbes coverage: “This Hong Kong ‘Smart Ring’ Startup Raised $2.5M to Crack the Wearables Market”
Role Overview
The Associate at ORII Enterprise will help to take our product, ORII for Teams, to market. In industry sectors like hospitality,
retail and logistics, teams keenly need to improve their communication. As an ideal candidate, you will unearth these needs
and position ORII as their must-have tool. This could include creating infographics, building trial test kits, testing ORII
hardware/software, and guiding early users on a product never seen before. You are passionate about pitching new clients,
and delighting them with your ideas.
You’ll join a growing team that is future-thinking and friendly – one that is building new categories of products from scratch.
In this growth phase, no two weeks will be quite the same.
This position reports to the Head of Enterprise Solutions, and offers exposure to technology startup business operations,
marketing, business strategy, client engagement, and company-wide collaboration.
Job Duties
●
●
●
●
●
●

Join the Head of Enterprise at client demonstrations;
Refine and manage our fleet of ORII Enterprise trial kits;
Own and update marketing materials according to new features, and industry sector;
Prepare the team for meeting clients (ready the hardware and pitch materials);
Collaborate with our hardware engineering team to drive refinements to ORII;
Plan and manage internal testing of new software / hardware features, as well as external user testing, starting in
the luxury hospitality sector;
● Respond to support questions from users of ORII for Teams, ensuring that they get the right user experience;
● Perform ad-hoc assignments.
Requirements
●
●
●
●

A flexible communicator and problem solver, with ability to think ahead. You’re excited to have job variety, and
develop a product. Experience in software development, or generating statistical insights from data is an advantage.
Experience working with business-to-business clients.
Experience preparing and giving presentations in a formal context.
Cantonese/Mandarin is an advantage.

Details
●
●
●
●

Willing to sponsor a working visa for qualified candidates
Our office is based in Kowloon Tong
MPF and health insurance
14 days annual leave

If you have a hunger to build something truly new, work with an experienced, closely-knit team, we want you on board!
Introduce yourself to us at chingwern@origami-labs.com.

